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In 2019 Climate Change became widely
accepted as the defining threat of our time
Glasgow COP26
planned for 2020:
the moment of truth
for the Paris
Agreement as
countries submit their
new Nationally
Determined
Contributions – they
need to be more solid
and more ambitious
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The Sustainability Crisis:

Climate change, plastic pollution, species extinction, deforestation, air
pollution, soil degradation, water scarcity……
• Only 9% of all plastic waste ever
produced has been recycled.
About 12% has been
incinerated, while the rest —
79% — has accumulated in
landfills, dumps or the natural
environment.
• 10 rivers alone carry more than
90% of the plastic waste that
ends up in the oceans
Great Pacific Garbage Patch
Source: UN Environment
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Then COVID19happened- what
has changed?
• COVID-19 has changed our
lives more rapidly than anyone
could imagine.
• For many it is a sign that our old
life was not sustainable.
• Can we green the COVID
recovery?

• How will the economic crisis affect
sustainable development?
• Can we go back to our old lives?
• Can there be a Green New Deal?

COVID and Economic
Crisis
• Massive job losses everywhere
• For Caribbean, travel and tourism down 80-90%
• Stimulus bills massively boost government debt and are
unsustainable & unaffordable for many
• End of globalization?
• But renewable energy doing much better than coal and
electric car sales remarkably resilient
• Green Recovery focus: Green Jobs!

COVID-19 recovery: green jobs in renewable energy and energy efficiency
projects outnumber brown jobs in fossil fuel projects by factor of 2-5

Case studies Mexico, Indonesia, Rwanda

Innovative Sustainable Development: The Quality of Economic Growth Really Matters

Clear Need for “Green Growth”
... a development approach that seeks to deliver

economic growth that is both environmentally
sustainable and socially inclusive.

The green growth model seeks
opportunities for economic growth that
are:
• low-carbon and climate resilient
• prevent or remediate pollution
• maintain health natural ecosystems
• create green jobs
• reduce poverty
• enhance inclusion

GGGI at a Glance
•
•

Intergovernmental
Organization
Established in 2012
Headquartered in
Seoul, Republic of
Korea, GGGI has 38

Members
• Including OECS since
2019
• OECS and GGGI
partner on:
(1) enhanced climate
action (NDCP-CAEP); (2)
GCF readiness; (3) green
entrepreneurship support

Results at a Glance: 2019 Annual Report

Green Employment
Country examples
• For Indonesia and Mexico GGGI assessed that millions of green jobs will
result from implementing RE targets in country NDCs.
• In Fiji, a recent GGGI study estimated that green growth could generate
2.1 and 3.2 times more jobs by 2030 and 2050, respectively—mainly in
electricity, transport, and forestry —compared to BAU.

• In Uganda, according to EPRC/GGGI/NCE (2016), the green growth
transition could generate 1.3 million jobs by 2020, rising to around 4
million in 2040, compared to BAU. Sustainable agriculture offers the
highest potential.
• In Cambodia, GGGI analysis estimated that greening key industrial
sectors of Cambodia—food processing, bricks, garments, and electronics
manufacturing would provide an additional 512,000 jobs relative to BAU
by 2030.

NetZero Leadership
• At UNGA 77 countries committed to
NetZero2050
• Danish Prime Minister Mette
Frederiksen pledged to work to achieve
Denmark’s ambitious 70% cut in CO2
emissions by 2030.
• Danish Pensionfunds invested $15Bn in
renewable energy to date and pledged
to invest another $50Bn by 2030

Source: World Resources Institute

Enabling Sustainable Development through
government leadership & planning
Fiji: Fiji Continues to Lead International Climate
Action with Launch of Comprehensive Low
Emissions Development Strategy

Vanuatu: Financing 100% Renewable Energy in
Vanuatu

As Vanuatu’s government looks to
improve their electricity supply
while following a path of
sustainable, environmentallyfriendly growth, GGGI is playing a
key role in securing investment for
the Pacific Island country to achieve
its development goals.

Fiji has adopted a detailed development
plan that could see the Pacific Island
country soak up more carbon than it
emits by 2050. Fiji’s Low Emissions
Development Strategy was launched at
the UN climate conference held in
December 2018 in Katowice, Poland.

GGGI, which developed parts of the
National Energy Road Map,
covering energy efficiency and
green growth — has helped create
the National Green Energy Fund to
mobilize finance for investment.

Private Sector Entrepreneurship is critical for green job creation
through sustainable development
• Need for green innovation in developing countries is getting more
urgent—most future growth in emissions is projected to be from
developing countries

• Small- and medium-sized enterprises are often the dominant
form of economic activity in developing countries and are the
main provider of jobs

• Investment in green sectors in developing countries is expected to
reach $6.4 trillion over the coming decade

• Startup ventures are most often the channel through which
new and disruptive technologies reach the market

Current entrepreneurship programs like accelerators tend to focus on developed countries and technology markets
Accelerator investments in 2016 by geography
Total: $206.7 million

% of accelerators with an interest in the following markets:

Source: Gust Global Accelerator Report 2016

Challenge: Entrepreneurs in developing countries with innovative green growth business ideas often lack access to technical
training, networks, mentorship, and seed capital to effectively grow and scale up their businesses
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Energy Efficiency:
Green Buildings
• Buildings are responsible for an
estimated 32% of global energy
use and almost 30% of total
GHG emissions.
• Heating and cooling energy
requirements can be lowered
by 50-90% through retrofitted
buildings.
• New, energy-efficient buildings,
in many cases, use almost zero
energy for heating and cooling.
Source: Global Alliance
for Clean
Cookstoves
Environment
Facility
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Investment in Solar Freezers Project, Vanuatu

Key Investment Highlights

Investment Opportunity

•
•
•
•
•

•

Solar-powered freezer systems installed at ten rural tourism
bungalows on five islands in Vanuatu

•

Project Partners: GGGI, Vanuatu Government, Vanuatu Skills
Partnership
Improve electricity access, reliability, and affordability for small
tourism operators
Increase and improve income streams for tourism operators

•
•
•

Contribute to Vanuatu’s Nationally Determined Contribution and
updated National Energy Road Map objectives to increase the use of
renewables in all sectors and achieve 100% renewable electricity
production by 2030

•

•
•
•

•

Improved productivity
Increased revenues
Easier work for men and women
Less travel time required to buy food
New income streams: selling cold drinks and ice pops, renting
freezer space
Increase knowledge on PV systems and on safe food handling
Increased business for PV suppliers
Freezer systems provided free of charge under a grant
agreement with the Vanuatu Government
Owners required to save money each month in a special savings
account used for maintenance and repairs
Estimated average savings per bungalow of USD $100 per month

PNG : Green Telecom Towers
Investment Overview (Readiness : Origination Phase)
•

The proposed investment aims at funding the Energy Service Companies
(ESCO) in PNG towards providing simple, efficient, and reliable power for
telecom networks by replacing diesel fuel with solar hybrid system.

•

A total of 100 towers operated by the major telecom operators in PNG is being
targeted in the current phase. The total investment required is approx. US$ 20
million.

Project Highlights
• Solar hybrid system addresses the two main challenges faced by the telecom
tower companies in PNG
o High operating expenditure: Energy costs account for ~30 to 40% of
total operational expenditure for a telecom tower company.
o Diesel pilferage losses ~20% have been observed in the industry which
further increases the energy costs
• Pilot project in PNG has demonstrated the following benefits
o Monitoring of the project during the first year of operation has
revealed an operational cost saving of over $40,000 and a 72%
reduction in diesel fuel consumption.
o Reduced maintenance requirements and increased service intervals.

Project Characteristics

Location

100 Telcom towers in urban and semi-urban areas of PNG

Asset ownership

ESCO

Cost of Solar Hybrid system

US$ 150 – 200k per unit

Capital Structure

TBD

Contract Period

10 - 15 years

Funding

ESCO

O&M

ESCO

Risk

Risk sharing between Tower company and ESCO

Expected Payback

7 – 8 years
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Guyana, Urban Sector Solar Energy Program 2018
•

Barriers for Distributed Generation were low technology
awareness, lack of finance and inappropriate regulation.

Regulation
Assessment

Develop
finance
solutions

Scale up
Renewable
Energy through
private sector
participation in
Rooftop solar
PV

Technology
awareness
for private
and public
sector

# of companies pipeline
Total Electrical demand

21,000 MWh/year

Self-Generated demand

65,000 MWh/year

PV power
PV coverage

Project
pipeline

86,000 MWh/year

GPL demand

PV energy auto consumed

Engagemen
t with Solar
Companies

37

14 MWp
18,000 MWh/year
22 %

Emission avoided

16,500 tCO2eq /year

Total investment
Avg. Internal Rate of Return
Avg. Payback period

19,000,000
USD
22 %
4.5 years
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Jordan : Amman Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Project Overview
The Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is the first public transport project that includes the

Project Timeline

development of infrastructure and transport operating system in Amman.
Jul 2009
Project
Established

BRT Components

Apr 2010
Feasibility
study
completed

• As per GGGI proposal, a critical section of the BRT system is expected to run
on a fully electric bus system.
• 60 modern buses with capacity of 120 passengers per bus.

Oct 2010
Commitment
from AFD

Feb 2013
Project
reevaluation
completed

• 32 km dedicated bus lanes separated from other regular traffic with lane
barriers serving, sidewalks, mixed-traffic lanes and non-motorized lanes.

Jul 2010
Start of
constructio
n

Dec 2016
Resumption
of AFD fund
release

May 2011
Project stopped
pending
investigation

Jun 2013
Restart of
construction

Oct 2018
Sahafeh network
station commissioned

• High quality stations with park-n-ride facilities
• Integrated fare collection system

Dec 2019
BRT operator
selection

Mar 2021
Start of BRT
Operations

Dec 2020
Completion of civil
works
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Green Infrastructure:
Rwanda’s Green New Airport
Rwanda: Green Certification of the New Bugesera
International Airport

The Government of Rwanda (GoR) through the
Ministry of Infrastructure (MININFRA) and GGGI
have a standing Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) to advocate sustainability and provide
support to the enable a sustainable built
environment in Rwanda. GGGI has been
supporting GoR in green cities development
focusing in Kigali and the six secondary cities.
Along these lines, GGGI in collaboration with
MINIFRA embarked on Green Certification of the
New Bugesera International Airport. This project
is looking into several measures to demonstrate
resource efficiency and the overall sustainability
of the airport infrastructure when completed.

GGGI-GCF Joint Collaboration

Conclusions
► Innovative Sustainable Development is Green Growth
► Building Back better Post-COVID-19: Focus on Green Jobs
► Green investments can provide 2-5 times the jobs compared to brown projects
► For Caribbean focus on:
► Supporting Green Entrepreneurs – stimulate innovation in SMEs
► Greening Tourism through Renewable Energy and Green Buildings / Infrastructure

► Greening Transportation: electric mobility – buses, cars, motorbikes

► Government leadership: ambitious climate action - improved NDCs – NetZero2050

► Finding green finance & private sector leverage: partnering with GCF and other
green and climate finance sources

Thank You
frank.rijsberman@gggi.org
Twitter: @FrankRijsberman

Follow our Activities on
Facebook and Twitter
www.gggi.org

